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TamaRe House. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 122 pages. Dimensions: 8.3in. x 5.3in.
x 0.5in.Welcome to my book, Caribbean Living Memories. I do hope you enjoy reading it as it is
packed full of adventure, giving clear insight into my life while living in the Caribbean during the 40s
and early 50s. As you read through its pages you will acquire tremendous knowledge of Antigua;
that beautiful island and indeed paradise in the sun. You will also gain a fuller and deeper
understanding of the Caribbean as a whole, a place of beautiful sunshine, white sandy beaches,
crystal clear Caribbean seas, palm trees, fun, laughter and creativity. You will learn of our hardships
and struggles, disappointments and at times danger at the hand of Mother Nature. Climb aboard to
experience a journey of real life in Antigua when it was a British Colony. You will learn about our
indigenous technology and arts and crafts skills which provided food, clothing, shelter and
entertainment. You will learn of Royal visitations, famous historic characters such as Lord Nelson
and his connection with this island, you will learn how we created our own musical instruments
such as the steel band; the main feature at...
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti-- Jarod Bartoletti

It is an remarkable pdf that I actually have actually read. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i actually have go through during my very own life and may be he very best book for actually.
-- Hailey Jast Jr.-- Hailey Jast Jr.
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